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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS ON THE BLADE SECTIONS OF
THE NACA 10-(0)(066)-03 PROP_ UNDER
OPERATING CONDITIONS
By Seymour Steinberg and Robert W. Milling
_Y
This paper is the last of a series of five which present unanalyzed
pressure data obtained in tests of five full-scale related propellers
incorporating NACA 16-series blade sections. Pressure distributions on
the blade sections of these propellers were measured under operating
conditions to determine the aerodynamic characteristics of each blade
section. The section aerodynamic coefficients obtained by integration
of the measured pressure distributions are presented herein, in tabular
form, for nine radial stations of the NACA 10--(0)(066)-03 propeller.
The thickness ratio varied from about 4 percent at the station nearest
the tip to about 16 percent at the innermost section at which pressures
were measured. The section helical Mach number varied from 0.35 to 1.14.
INTRODUCTION
I
The lack of propeller blade-section aerodynamic characteristics at
transonic and low supersonic speeds has long been a critical problem
entailed in the design of high-speed propellers. Even if two-dimensional
airfoil data for this speed range were available, there would remain some
doubt as to their applicability, inasmuch as propeller sections operate
in a helical flow under conditions far from two dimensional. The present
work was undertaken to determine by means of pressure measurements the
aerodynamic characteristics of propeller sections under actual operating
conditions. Reference 1 presents the results of a preliminary investi-
gation of this type using the NACA 10--(3)(08)-03 propeller. A primary
purpose of the early investigation was to determine the feasibility of
the method and to develop techniques. The results of the early tests
were so encouraging that a more comprehensive program w_s initiated in
which a series of five related propellers were to be investigated. All
five propellers had the same blade plan form, pitch distribution, and
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solidity but varied in thickness ratio and design llft coefficient
according to the following table:




















A complete description of the test apparatus, methods for reduction
of data, and the experimental data are presented in reference 2 for the
NACA 10-(3)(066)-03 propeller. References 3, 4, and 5 present the data
obtained from tests of NACA propellers 10-(3)(049)--03, 10-(3)(090)-03,
and 10-(5)(066)-03, respectively. 1
The present paper presents the pressure data obtained from tests of
nine symmetrical sections of the NACA 10-(0)(066)-03 propeller. The
thickness ratio varied from about 4 percent at the station nearest the
tip to about 16 percent at the innermost section at which pressures were
measured. The section helical Mach number varied from 0.35 to 1.14.
The data have been analyzed only to the extent necessary to ensure their




Many of the symbols used in this paper are defined in figure 1; all
are contained in the following llst:
B number of blades
b blade chord, feet
c distance from section leading edge to any point on chord, feet
distance from section leading edge to any point about which
pitching moments are taken, feet
section chordwise--force coefficient
1The numerical value of solidity in the blade designations for all five
propellers is 0.03 and the value presented in references 2 and 3 is
incorrect.
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blade--section design lift coefficient "
section pitching-gnoment coefficient about quarter-chord point
section normal--force coefficient
propeller diameter, feet
section chordwise--pressure force, pounds
section normal--pressure force, pounds
Goldstein's induced--velocity correction factor for finite
number of blades
blade-eection maximum thickness, feet
advance ratio (V/nD)
Mach number of advance
helical--section Mach number (M _ +(_2)
section pitching moment, foot--pounds
propeller rotational speed, rpm
propeller rotational speed, rps
static pressure at point on airfoil surface, pounds per square
foot
free-stream static pressure, pounds per square foot
resultant dynamic pressure at radial station x, pounds per



















propeller tip radius, feet
radius to blade elemsnt, feet
polar ordinate, feet
distance along surface of blade section, feet
velocity of advance (corrected for wind--tunnel--w_ll inter-
ference effects), feet per second
velocity vector (V _l + (_) 2)
resultant velocity at blade section, feet per second
induced velocity at blade section, feet per second
fraction of propeller tip radius (r/R)
normal distance from chord line to upper or lower surface of
airfoil, inches
induced angle of attack, degrees
angle of attack of blade element, corrected for induced flow
and blade deflection, at radial station x, degrees
- +
geometric angle of attack of blade element at radial station x,
degrees (Bx - _o )
geometric angle of attack of blade element at radial station x
corrected for torsional deflection, degrees (_x +6 --_o )
blade angle, degrees
blade angle at 0.7_ tip radius, degrees
blade angle at station x, degrees
change in blade angle caused by operating loads, degrees
polar angular ordinate, radians
mass density of air in free stream, slugs per cubic foot
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helix angle, degrees (_o + al)
geometric helix angle, degrees (tan-lJ/_x)





This investigation _as conducted in the Langley 16-foot high-speed
tunnel using the 2000-horsepower propeller dynamometer described in
detail in reference 6. The functions and details of the pressure--
transfer device and the optical deflectometer used in these tests along
with diagrams and photographs of these instruments are presented in
reference 2. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the pressure-distributi_--
propeller test installation.
Propeller blades.-- Pressure distributions on nine radial stations
of the NACA 10-(0)(066)-03 propeller were measured and subsequently
reduced to the coefficient form presented in the tables. The numerical
designation indicates a lO--foot-diameter propeller having the following
design parameters at the 0.7 radius: section design lift coefficient, O;
section thickness ratio, 0.066; and solidity per blade, 0.03. The actual
diameter was 10.05 feet. Except for a portion near the tip, the propeller
blades incorporated NACA 16--series sections throughout. The blade width
and design lift coefficient remain constant at 8 inches and zero, respec-
tively, for all stations except very near the blade tip. In the manu-
facturing process the blades were faired by hand to a fine edge at the
tip; asymmetrical fairing resulted in a slight positive camber at the
0.975 radius. The ordinates of this section have been measured and are
tabulated in table 1. Figure 3 presents the propeller blade--form curves,
blade plan form, orifice station locations, and the spinner location.
Details of the blade construction including the pressure tube and orifice




For all the tests the blade angle vas set nominally at 45 ° at the
three-quarter radius. It vas found later that the chord line of the
template used for settingthe blade angle deviated from that of the
section by 0.2 ° , and that the blades were actually set at 45.2 ° at the
three-quarter radius. Pressure distributlons were obtained at the
following radial stations: x = 0.30, 0.45, 0.60, 0.70, 0.78, 0.85,
0.90, 0.95, and 0.975J The techniques and testing procedures used In
this investigation are described in detail in reference 2. A schedule
of the tests, which also serves as an index to the data tables, is
presented in table 2.
REDUCTION OF DATA
The usual wind--tunnel--wall corrections described in reference 6
have been applied to the tunnel velocity to obtain equivalent free
airspeed.
The following equations, repeated with abbreviated explanation from






Fn =/p cos$ ds = --Po)- (Pu--Po dc
making the normal--force coefficient




Fc = p sin _ ds = --Pc) tan _U-- (PL-PD tan $ dc
making the chordwise--force coefficient
Fc _0 1.OCo = _-K = _U tan _U- PL tan _d_
(z)
or
_0 2_ r sin_ _(_--_-P)deCc= P_sin-_-- _
(2)
where equation (i) is used to evaluate that portion of chordwlse--force
c C
coefficient from K = 0.025 to K = 1.0 and equation (2) is used to
£ = 0.25.evaluate the chordwise--force coefficient from = 0 to b
The pitching-moment coefficient
= m _l.O fl.O _L--P_b
Cm qxb2 = _ _L -- PU)_--_0




c_i = \4G sin
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For the first approximation in the calculation of the induced angle, it
is assumedthat c_ is equal to cn and _ is equal to _o" Usually





The results obtained from msasurem_nt of the pressure distributions
on nine radial stations of the NACA 10-(0)(066)-O3 propeller are pre-
sented in tables 3 to ll with table 2 serving as an index to the tables.
Pressure distributions.-- A value of pressure coefficient is tabu-
lated for each test point for the 12 upper-surface and 12 lower--surface
orifice locations as well as for the leading and trailing edges of each
airfoil section. The thinness of the blade prevented the installation
of a pressure tube at _ = 0.975 outboard of the 0.7 radial station.
The value of pressure coefficient tabulated for this chordwise position
outboard of the 0.7 radius is therefore a faired value and bears the
footnote "no orifice." The leading-edge and trailing-edge values, for all
stations, also bear the sams footnote. The value of leading-edge pressure
coefficient recorded is based on the assumption that the stagnation point
does not deviate from the leading edge regardless of the section angle of
attack. Although this assumption is not strictly true3 the error involved
is negligible. The trailing-edge pressure coefficient was obtained by
reading ths faired intersection of the upper-- and lower--surface pressures
at the trailing edge.
Figure 4 presents typical pressure distributions along the chord of
the NACA 16-O04.4 blade section (x = 0.95) at a constant advance ratio
of 2.12 and at an angle of attack of approximately 1.6 ° (including
Goldstein's correction for th_ induced angle). The values for this
figure were obtained from table i0. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show pressure
distributions typical of speeds below the section critical Mach number;
whereas figure 4(c) presents a pressure distribution typical of those
obtained at low supersonic speeds.
The section normal--force and pitching-moment coefficients were
derived by integration of the pressure-distribution plots and are tabu-
lated for all best points in the tables. The chordwise-pressure-force
coefficients were obtained by the method described in reference 2. The
variations of normal--force, pitching-moment, and chordwise--force coeffi-
cients together with section Mach number and angle of attack plotted
against advance ratio are shown in figure 5 illustrating a convenient
form for use in further analysis of the blade-section data. These values




Blade-en_le deflection.- The torsional deflection of the propeller
blade was measured during the tests with an optical deflectometer
described in reference 2. These measurements were closely checked by
independent computations and the final tabulated values of blade deflec-
tion whether determined from measurements or computations are considered
to be accurate to within 0.1 °.
For the one-blade-propeller data presented in tables 8 and lO no
torsional deflection data were obtained and the values of A_ presented
were e_timated by extrapolation of the two--blade data to lower values of
advance ratio.
Induced an_le.--The vortex theory with Goldstein's correction for a
finite number of blades was used to compute the section induced angl_ cci.
The Goldsteln correction factor is strictly applicable only if the pro-
peller operates with a Betz or optimum loading. Since the loadings
Obtained in these tests are arbitrary, the values of induced angle pre-
sented are admittedly in error especially for sections near the blade
tip. For am ore sound approach a method such as is presented in refer-
ence 7 for computation of the induced angles of an arbitrarily loaded
propeller should be employed.
Figure 6 shows the effect of the induced-angle correction on the
lift-coefficient curve for the NACA 16-005.85 airfoil section at the
0.78 radial station o_erating at a section helical Mach number of 0.7.
The slope dcl/d_ increased from 0.079 for the uncorrected angle of
attack (C_Xc' = _x +A_ - _o) to 0.125 for the ¢orrected angle
(ax = _x + A_ -- _o -cLi)" For comparison, data from the Langley rec-
tangular high--speed tunnel (reference 8) for the NACA 16-O06 airfoil
section are plotted in the same figure. The induced-angle correction
brings the propeller data to closer agreement with the two-dimensional
airfoil data, but it is not certain that the data obtained from airfoils
operating as propeller blade sections should agree with two-dimensional
airfoil data.
Symmetrical airfoil sections normally produce lift coefficients
very near zero at an angle of attack of 0° as is indicated in the two--
dimensional data from reference 8 shown in figure 6. The angle of zero
lift for the propeller blade-section data shown in the same figure is
about -0.5 ° . An examination of all the blade-section data showed that
this phenomenon was evident throughout, and in some cases, the angle of
zero lift was as much as --1.0° . An error found in the blade-angle setting
accounted for only 0.2 ° which was corrected in the data. No other
systematic error could be found in either the testing procedure or the
data. Until the data from all five propellers tested can be analyzed,




Blade loadings.--Figure 7 shows the variation of normal-force
coefficient and section helical Mach number along the blade radius at
an advance ratio of 2.2 for five values of free--streamMach n_nnber.
These are actual loading curves at the propeller blade itself and not
loadings obtained from slipstream surveys. However, wake-survey measure--
ments proved to be of considerable value in fairing these curves. At
free--stream Mach numbers of 0.38 and 0.45 all the blade sections operate
at subcritical speeds and the load distributions are free from abrupt
changes. When the forward Mach number is increased from 0.56 to 0.65,
the compressibility effect on the tip sections becomes evident through
a _oss of lift while, the peak loads are continually being shifted inboard.
At a stream Mach number of 0.65 the loading curve drops appreciably
at the 0.73 blade radius and a slight recovery of lift can be seen to
occur at x = 0.82 where the section Mach number is Just below unity.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
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TABLE i.- ORDINATES FOR BLADE SECTION AT 0.975 RADI-US
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f _rlDx-
/
Figure i.- Vector diagram of the velocities and forces acting on a blade
s_ction.
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Developed plan form
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Figure 5.- Variation of section normal-force coefficient, moment
coefficient, chordwise-pressure-force coefficient, angle of attack,
and Math number with advance ratio for the blade section at th_
0.90 radius, from table 8(e). _0.79R = _9.2o; M = 0.56.
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Angle of attack,degrees
Figure 6.- Effect of induced angle correction on the slope of the
normal-force-coefficient curve of NACA 16-005.85 blade section
operating at x = 0.78. M x = 0.7.
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Figure 7.- Variation of the normal-force coefficient and section Mach
number along the blade radius. 60.79R = h9"2°; J = 2.2.
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